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Music Category Basics

• The primary focus of the music category is the performance of a song
arranged in four-part harmony, barbershop style. 

• The music judge evaluates 

• the musicality of the performance, 

• the quality of the song and arrangement, and 

• the degree to which the performance meets the requirements of the 
barbershop style. 

In SA, 70% of the Music Category is devoted to Performance in the 
barbershop style.  

The other 30% is devoted to the Song & Arrangement and its effectiveness 
as a representative of the barbershop style.



Music Category Basics

At its heart, the Music 

Category is simply about 

the music you choose 

and how you lift that 

music off of the page.



Elements of the Music Category

FREE!
JCDB

Online!



Elements of the 
Music Category 

Or - this is the super-simple 
version I keep on my table 
when judging…



Performance Level Guidelines





The Elements at Work

Performance Recording

Somewhere Over 
The Rainbow

Love’s Old Sweet 
Song

Singing Your Love 
Song to 
Somebody Else

Bundle of Old 
Love Letters

Performance Recording

If I Love Again

If I Give My Heart 
To You

Once Upon A 
Time

It’s You

Level Music 
Score Level Music 

Score

C 51

C+ 57

B- 63

C- 42 B 69

B+ 76

A- 81

A 88



Music Category Tips

 Build and refine the foundation…

 Hone your individual vocal skills

 Choose arrangements that showcase your vocal capabilities as they are today

 Learn to sing with harmony accuracy – correct notes, in-tune, then finely tuned

 Solidify the musical unit – breaths, onsets and releases together, chords aligned vertically

 As the foundation is built…

 Explore more creative phrasing and dynamics in your delivery

 Build energy and stamina so you can deliver a musical journey to your audience

 Strive to be singer-driven. Every singer takes personal responsibility for the performance

 When the foundation is solid…

 Focus on energy, artistry and audience impact

 Surprise and delight



Extra Slides



Song and Arrangement – 30%

 Unaccompanied (a cappella), close harmony, four-part vocal music with the melody 
primarily in a middle part (not top, not bottom).

 ‘Popular song’ form.  Generally 8-measure building blocks.  Chorus demonstrates 
melodic unity (ex. AABA, ABAC, ABACA).

 An ‘interesting’ melody and a General Audience lyric. Lyric demonstrates metric unity 
and an obvious rhyming structure.

 Harmonization primarily consisting of major triad, dominant seventh and dominant 
ninth harmonizations.  Chord progressions primarily utilize dominant-to-tonic resolution.

 Arrangement structure: Chorus is mandatory. Intro, verse, tag, bridge optional.  

 Every melody note is harmonized i.e. texture is primarily homophonic (vs. polyphonic)

 Voicings strengthen the lock and ring characteristic of the barbershop style.  

 Embellishments are utilized for dramatic effect or to achieve continuity in the absence 
of instruments.



Performance – 70%

 The performer’s level of vocal skills can impact chord accuracy, interval 
accuracy, tuning, chord clarity and, in a chorus, section unity. Phrasing and 
dynamics can also be affected.

 Harmony accuracy includes correct notes and fine tuning.

 Barbershop style included an evaluation of tempo selection, use of rhythms, 
musical unity, phrasing, dynamics and musical energy.

 Musical artistry occurs when all other aspects of the category have been 
achieved - in glimpses at lower levels, more consistently at higher levels.

 Suitability considers the ‘fit’ of the arrangement to the performer. If it is too difficult, 
it will showcase weaknesses/challenges in the performer skillset.


